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Half a Century and I just DNGAF.
November 14, 2016 | 218 upvotes | by Entropy-7

I have the same birthday as Prince Charles, future King of the UK. He is a bit older than me but today I
turned 50, and I can proudly say, I just don't give a fuck.
I spent the big "Five Oh" alone, with my cat and a bottle of vodka.
I banged a retired fashion model the other day and I continue to game girls 20 or 30 years younger.
Life is good. Life is not perfect, but life is good. If a blue bolt from heaven struck me down now. . .no
regrets.
If you are a teenage incel then you have what I never had: 100,000 willing to help you.
If you are middle aged and at your wits' end then you also have 100,000 friends here. A few will be like
me, with a law degree and some practical advice.
In the end, it is all just sand in the desert.
I am not being pessimistic or nihilistic but rather stoic. Enjoy it while you can and sometimes you have to
laugh. . .or else you cry.
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Comments

[deleted] • 95 points • 14 November, 2016 12:34 PM 

if OP was married, he would be no less alone on his birthday.

men are always alone but most of them just dont know it

HumanSockPuppet • 37 points • 14 November, 2016 06:05 PM 

It's also worth mentioning that there's a big difference between being alone and being lonely.

Entropy-7[S] • 20 points • 14 November, 2016 07:01 PM 

Absolutely correct. I am INTP so being alone is not lonely most of the time.

[deleted] • 11 points • 14 November, 2016 08:02 PM

[permanently deleted]

Entropy-7[S] • 6 points • 14 November, 2016 09:03 PM 

Really, Myers Briggs is just a curiosity.

TheEagleAndTheSnake • 11 points • 14 November, 2016 08:28 PM 

INTJ. True this. Even though naturally introverted, I'm in sales and do quite well.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 03:43 AM 

You are introverted and in sales? Good on you! (sincerity, not sarcasm)

Bury_She • 1 points • 19 November, 2016 06:35 AM [recovered]

If you're interested in an actually scientific measure of your personality, check out the Big 5
Inventory. Meyers Briggs is a joke

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 20 November, 2016 03:09 AM 

Well, you could do MMPI2, but even that is not considered state of the art anymore.

GentlemenMindset • 1 point • 20 November, 2016 12:46 AM 

Pleasure to meet a fellow INTP, we are far and few in between.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 20 November, 2016 03:16 AM 

About one-in-thirty, or about half of what you would expect if you simply diving up the
population into the 16 types. N-types are outnumbered about 3:1 overall.

[deleted] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:45 PM 

worthy of a post in its own right. im going to think about this.

no one is more lonely than an unappreciated man trapped in a dead bedroom.

doesnt matter if he has 2.5 kids and a white picket fence

Crimson_Cleric • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 06:41 PM* 
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The existence you've described is what led me here. The darkest moments of my life were spent lying
next to the apathetic woman who I allowed to cause them. Her complete absence of empathy broke
me. I died inside and something else grew back in its place.

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 08:44 PM 

you should light candles in her honor. she gave you freedom

vandaalen • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 09:56 PM* 

Solitude is a hard won ally - faithful and patient.

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 07:49 PM 

Never married. I am INTP so I can be alone without being lonely.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:10 AM 

That is really Black Pill. Women can add value to any day of the week.

[deleted] • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 04:15 AM 

Sure they can but their presence isn't any guarantee of any actual value. Women aren't wonderful. They
are just people.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:28 AM 

The RIGHT woman. The rest can go die in a fire.

[deleted] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 11:37 AM 

There is no such thing a good woman.

When you see a good woman, its actually a woman behaving within the boundaries of a great
man

silentlyfurious • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 09:07 AM* 

I'd be careful there old timer, that's one hop, step and a jump away from a oneitis mentality.

But really what advice can I give a 50 year old at 20 ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

EDIT: Fixed da shrug ty bby girl /u/Shrugfacebot

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 02:12 PM 

Not necessarily oneitis: there can be two, three, four or more "right" women.

Shrugfacebot • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 09:07 AM 

TL;DR: Type in ¯\\\_(ツ)_/¯ for proper formatting

Actual reply:

For the

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

like you were trying for you need three backslashes, so it should look like this when you type
it out

¯\\\_(ツ)_/¯
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which will turn out like this

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

The reason for this is that the underscore character (this one _ ) is used to italicize words just
like an asterisk does (this guy * ). Since the "face" of the emoticon has an underscore on each
side it naturally wants to italicize the "face" (this guy (ツ) ). The backslash is reddit's escape
character (basically a character used to say that you don't want to use a special character in
order to format, but rather you just want it to display). So your first "\_" is just saying "hey, I
don't want to italicize (ツ)" so it keeps the underscore but gets rid of the backslash since it's
just an escape character. After this you still want the arm, so you have to add two more
backslashes (two, not one, since backslash is an escape character, so you need an escape
character for your escape character to display--confusing, I know). Anyways, I guess that's my
lesson for the day on reddit formatting lol

CAUTION: Probably very boring edit as to why you don't need to escape the second
underscore, read only if you're super bored or need to fall asleep.

Edit: The reason you only need an escape character for the first underscore and not the second
is because the second underscore (which doesn't have an escape character) doesn't have
another underscore with which to italicize. Reddit's formatting works in that you need a
special character to indicate how you want to format text, then you put the text you want to
format, then you put the character again. For example, you would type _italicize_ or
*italicize* in order to get italicize. Since we put an escape character we have \_italicize_ and
don't need to escape the second underscore since there's not another non-escaped underscore
with which to italicize something in between them. So technically you could have written
¯\\\_(ツ)\_/¯ but you don't need to since there's not a second non-escaped underscore. You
would need to escape the second underscore if you planned on using another underscore in the
same line (but not if you used a line break, aka pressed enter twice). If you used an asterisk
later though on the same line it would not work with the non-escaped underscore to italicize.
To show you this, you can type _italicize* and it should not be italicized.

Laughacadio • 38 points • 14 November, 2016 07:32 AM 

Put some of your insights from life if you are so inclined. It feels like the majority of posts are weighted towards
the 30 or younger crowd. Would be great to get a spectrum of thoughts

Entropy-7[S] • 44 points • 14 November, 2016 08:11 AM 

Once you are past 30, many things don't matter any more. You have a job and you have an income and you
have a house or an apartment and food on the table.

And then you think about women.

And WTF? I could score a woman who is 30-ish or 40-ish. . . .or I can game 20-somethings.

STAY YOUNG.

Age is largely a state of mind. (OK, I it is physical too. I don't lift but I keep myself trim and - at 50 - I
generally pass for a dozen to 20 year younger.)

Je ne sais quoi

If you are 40s, don't be ashamed to go after the girls you find sexy.

In business; that is a whole other issue.
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[deleted] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 05:01 AM

[permanently deleted]

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 05:08 AM 

I live in Shenzhen which is not far from Thailand. I have contemplated flying down to Pattaya and
fucking a bunch of teenage whores.

I dunno. I still like the game and I will chase a 20 year old Chinese cutie. Maybe I can pop her cherry,
maybe she will break my heart. I still like the game after all these years.

metrondo • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 02:34 PM 

any tips on how to stay fit, especially since you are not Lifting. Is it really just diet and mindstate?

HumanSockPuppet • 39 points • 14 November, 2016 06:04 PM 

The fact that someone else isn't lifting is not an excuse to not lift yourself.

Go lift.

Entropy-7[S] • 6 points • 14 November, 2016 06:41 PM 

HSP is right. I might fancy myself as someone who can give you advice on matters of intellect but I
am not a model on matters of the body.

For me: salad, beef, long walks. I need to get back in the game, drop another 5 pounds of fat and pack
on another 5 pounds of muscle.

vagbutters • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 07:44 PM 

Lifting+ cardio+ diet. Lifting is especially important as you age as it is generally harder to restart
routines with little muscle and decreased testosterone to build muscle.

Cardio is great for cuts to get those abs to show-- to burn away fat in general. Muscle seldom looks
good unless you can uncover the fat from it. That's where you go from "chubby big dude" to "lean
Chad Thundercock."

[deleted] • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 03:07 PM 

Congratulations in reaching this milestone and thriving in it. As a 43 year old man living where I do, I
have the same desire to pull from the pre-wall number, but it's a struggle to transcend scarcity, and the
sheer percentage of womanatees has increased remarkably in just a few years--no interest there. Are there
any specific environments you place yourself in to be in a position to succeed? I'm not rich but I do well
enough. I'm not George Clooney but fairly handsome. I'm big 6'1"/195 lbs and cut on a cut to the degree
that I have a sixpack. 20plus years of lifting/ plenty of confidence, inner game , etc. --just not
encountering what I need to be continually motivated to approach. Basically, is there a place or places
where you are especially successful at with regards to plating at your age?

Entropy-7[S] • 9 points • 14 November, 2016 06:59 PM 

I live in China. I came here a few years ago as a career decision, not as some sort of sex quest. I
found various lovers and we mixed and moved. At present I have 3 women in three different cities.
China has a well developed bullet train system. I am trying to find a lover where I am - Shenzhen -
but all it takes is an email, a train ticket and hotel booking to have some fun. Their ages are 38, 35
and 27. Meanwhile I am working on two more who are 22 and 20.
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I get "Bruce Willis" more than "George Clooney".

I have been here for 5 years now and all I can do is read how horrible the North American dating
scene is.

BudapestPUA • 1 points • 17 November, 2016 08:44 PM [recovered]

Once you are past 30, many things don't matter any more.

Can you elaborate on this more? I'm 26 and honestly my whole life seems like kind of waiting.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 20 November, 2016 03:08 AM 

In terms of money, by 30 you are either established and on your way, or - if you are like me - money
itself takes a back seat to other things. In terms of women, most guys will be locked down by 30, or
you have set your standard, or you realize that women are not that important, especially if you have
abundance.

By 30 you are sort of set in your ways such that all the small questions in life have been asked and
answered and many of the big ones have been framed better.

VasiliyZaitzev • 28 points • 14 November, 2016 08:09 AM 

Life After 30: How to Be an Old Guy

You're welcome.

VasiliyZaitzev • 41 points • 14 November, 2016 08:08 AM 

49 checking in. I'm just a year behind you, with a law degree, and a full wine cellar.

Once you can see the Matrix...everything becomes simpler.

Entropy-7[S] • 12 points • 14 November, 2016 08:32 AM 

Life and women are far simpler than we seem to think.

Pinot Grigio. . .get some if you don't have some.

VasiliyZaitzev • 19 points • 14 November, 2016 08:42 AM 

The first duty of a wine is to be red. I keep some chard around for August and some Sauv Blanc for my
friends who like it...and in case I spill some red (white wine brings red up out of the carpet).

Oh, and later this week I will be balls-deep in a 20 year old HB 8.5 who thinks she's the lucky one.
Life.Is.Sweet.

Entropy-7[S] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:41 PM 

Personally, I prefer white wine. Each to his own. Last week was a retired fashion model. . .next week
I am getting a bit optimistic.

Actually, the next target of my affection rates 6.5 or 7 at best but she has qualities.

[deleted] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 12:35 PM 

White bugundies and Rieselings are somewhat interesting if one has to pour whites

VasiliyZaitzev • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:46 PM 

I had a white Pinot Noir once that was delish. Not a fan of Reislings, but again, free country. I
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like Pinot Noir and I like smooth-legged girls with taut bellies. Sue me. /grin

[deleted] • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 07:53 PM 

I like full bodied barolo and short, stocky women with neatly trimmed beards

VasiliyZaitzev • 8 points • 14 November, 2016 08:18 PM 

Go home, Gimli, you're drunk!

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 07:12 AM 

I am a shitlord and I fat shame all to hell: I like my girls to have 19 to 21 BMI.

And maybe you are a bad influence but I think the next one I will strip her down, toss her in
the bathtub and dump a bottle red on her before I dive in.

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 08:25 AM 

I recommend Two Buck Chuck, if you're just going to dump it. Or Boone's Farm if she is
<20 and you want a sticky mess ;)

TruthInArt • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 08:07 PM 

Uncle, is law a good idea for kids these days?

VasiliyZaitzev • 10 points • 14 November, 2016 08:32 PM 

Only if someone else is paying for it and you're going to go work at your dad's law firm. Otherwise, the
debt load is insane and the job market isn't there unless you are top 10% at a top 30 school. Even then,
you're life will suck because you'll sell yourself into golden slavery at a white-shoe firm that is filled with
little Napoleons.

If I were coming up now and I was going to go to uni, I would BUST MY FUCKING ASS at my school
work. Why?

Well, back when my father was 21 and just back from the war, he could have gone to Harvard Law. Back
then you could basically walk over, ask "Hey, can I go to school here?" take the test, pay the money and
go. Two of his buddies basically did just that, but he didn't want to walk over to Cambridge on that
particular day because he was too busy fixing his car or railing out my mom. Now, things worked out ok
for him, but it was stupid of him not to.

Another guy I used to work with who got fired during the PATCO strike (Reagan actually meant that
shit, as it turned out), walked into the offices of a Fortune 500 company, walked into the CEO's office,
sat down and said, "Hello, Mr. [Name]. I'm [Name]. There has to be something here that I can do for you
for work."

And the guy gave him a job. Today, you'd be arrested for that, assuming you somehow made it past
building security.

When I was coming up, it wasn't as easy, but you could still go to a good school and do well. The
problem is that, now, there are a shit-ton more kids and still the same number of Ivy League schools, just
one Stanford, etc. For a while I was looking a MBA programs (out of boredom) and there were good
schools that required only a 3.0. A few years later, I looked again, and suddenly it's 3.6.

IOW, there's a shit-ton more demand and the supply is basically the same, at least among "name"
schools. And tuition is off the fucking charts these days. It's crazy. With all the loans it's like having a
mortgage, but no house, for a lot of kids.
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If I was coming up now, I'd do basically what I did in terms of minimizing debt, living cheap, etc., and
and I doubt I'd go to LS. I'd do something entrepreneurial. It's just hard as shit for you kids right now.
Now, I know part of that is me sitting her in my nice comfortable life and thinking *"Whoa! It would be
hard as fuck to start over, now." That's true, but if I was 23 again instead of 49, I would think differently,
and I'd be out there, hustling out the ground balls like I did.

I'm not trying to be a downer, but a lot of the professions just aren't the same guaranty of a comfortable
upper middle class lifestyle anymore.

[deleted] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 12:04 AM 

How do you feel about patent law? Is patent law any less difficult to get into because I've heard some
say the field is just as saturated as regular law.

VasiliyZaitzev • 6 points • 15 November, 2016 12:50 AM 

My personal view of patent law is that it's boring as fuck. If you have a science background
(which is pretty much required these days), then it might be an option but I only know one patent
lawyer. He has a gig similar to mine - works from home, enjoys his life, etc., but he's atypical.

TruthInArt • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 02:44 AM 

I just wanted some insight into the viability of being a Lawyer as a career option. What you've said
has confirmed most of what I've been hearing. It seems as though the reward may not be worth all the
risk and hard work in this case, for me. Thanks a lot Uncle!

Idk if it'll apply to everyone but you should definitely expand a bit on this comment and make it into
a CorporateLand post!

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:30 AM 

I just wanted some insight into the viability of being a Lawyer as a career option.

It can still be done, but it's not "automatic" anymore in the same way that walking into IBM at 21
guaranteed that you'd buy a nice house at 25, always have a good vacation every year, put your
kids through college, and then walk out again at 65 with a nice pension.

Idk if it'll apply to everyone but you should definitely expand a bit on this comment and make
it into a CorporateLand post!

I could talk about BigLaw I suppose, but that's a bit different than CorporateLand, although the
language is understandable.

The other issue is my advice would be AVOID so what to do instead? I wish I was a better
entrepreneur than I am--I'm good at investing in my friends' idea than I am at figuring out my
own, although I had a few years in the stock market from 2008 to 2013 where I could do no
wrong. I seem to have lost that golden touch, but not before I used it to buy a house. Would love
to have it back, though.

TruthInArt • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:06 AM 

That's not the talk of people who get shit done. I don't have any life experience compared to
you and I don't mean to overstep my boundaries nor instill a Disney fantasy into my reply but
based on all the effort you exert into making replies and posts for us kids just shows how
much you actually give a shit.
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Maybe the kinds of businesses you're thinking of starting aren't actually the ones that YOU
should be starting. Idk Uncle, you're pretty good at writing. You could spin up a book on
corporate fiction. Hell it could even be loosely based off your life. I'd read the fuck outta that.
We need more RP men like you starting businesses and whipping kids into shape.

VasiliyZaitzev • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 04:58 AM 

That's not the talk of people who get shit done.

Bear in mind, I'm talking about what I'd do if I was a young guy, not what I'd do if I was
me.

based on all the effort you exert into making replies and posts for us kids

Well, there are a couple of things going on. First, All The Young Men Are My Sons. In
addition to my father, there were a lot of men--neighbors (back when you knew your
neighbors) coaches, friends' dads, etc.--who I knew growing up who provided me with
guidance, etc. So I'm paying it forward.

Second, I'm an experienced writer, and that comes out in my posts, I think. At least I hope.

Maybe the kinds of businesses you're thinking of starting aren't actually the ones that
YOU should be starting.

For my side-hustle, I mostly do "private placements" which is what small-scale venture
capital is called, at least in my neck of the woods. And remember, I front my own band.

You could spin up a book on corporate fiction.

I'm more of a screenplay guy, actually. Writing books is Hard as Fuck. I actually have an
idea for a history book I want to write, but while the idea is cool, the amount of research?
Fuck that. I'd rather be fronting my band, drinking good wine and fucking 20 y.o. girls

IBAR_ • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:53 AM 

I would BUST MY FUCKING ASS at my school work.

I'm not sure why. 99% of routes that care about grades boil down to racing up a greased pole against
5,000 other Gekko wanna-bes.

There's an unbelievable number of profitable angles for a smart guy. To wit, a poker buddy is a real
estate investor who knows every angle on zoning and planning in the city. He front runs
gentrification to the tune of 20%+ average returns for thirty years and is richer than anyone at
Goldman not named Lloyd. Which isn't bad for a drop out from a third tier state school.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 05:04 AM 

I'm not sure why. 99% of routes that care about grades boil down to racing up a greased pole
against 5,000 other Gekko wanna-bes.

Remember, I prefaced that with "If I were coming up now and I was going to go to uni". I'm not
coming up now, and I've been to uni.

There's an unbelievable number of profitable angles for a smart guy.

So here's an exercise: let's start naming a few of them, in a productive way. I used to say that I
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had two good ideas each year (abt stocks). My race has been run. I have a couple of side-hustles
that could turn into main-hustles, but my main hustle is pretty good, and comes with a 401k and
health care (there's a reason the term "golden handcuffs" was invented.)

Let's say you are a young guy who is coming up now. Age 19-22. Has or can borrow from a
relative $5000 (could be $10K).

What should he do, assuming he wants to be an entrepreneur?

I may make this into a thread, if it takes off a bit.

Which isn't bad for a drop out from a third tier state school.

That type of result--drop out of shitty school makes good--is typically "really smart guy lacks
maturity in late teens/early 20s" or "really, REALLY smart guy is bored as fuck with school".

IBAR_ • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 05:39 AM 

let's start naming a few of them, in a productive way

Most that I know are fairly specific to my locale and network. That said, I live on the west
coast and there are a surprising number of great chairs in the maritime industry. Food
distribution and production is another area. My sister started a company in that arena and has
done well.

Let's say you are a young guy who is coming up now. Age 19-22. Has or can borrow from
a relative $5000 (could be $10K).

I'd go to community college for an AA. Study accounting and math. Get a job at a small-to-
mid size local firm as a bookkeeper in food distribution or production/real-estate/natural
resources/etc. Stay out of a major city (>1 million). Work for three to five years learning how
the financials on the business works. Partner with the best ops guy and start your own deal.

Having rock solid quant skills in a semi-backwater industry and city will get you a long ways.
I studied math. There's typically less than 15 good math people a year graduating in many
states. If you have reasonable commercial and analytical abilities, you'll go a long ways.

What should he do, assuming he wants to be an entrepreneur?

Most of being an entrepreneur is being 25% better than the next guy, not the next Apple. And
half the time that guy isn't that great but had the balls to actually do something when everyone
else talked about it. Sometimes you get lucky and are the next Apple, more often you build
something with 50 employees worth $10 million after twenty five years.

silentlyfurious • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 09:16 AM 

How would you rate law as a stepping stone for politics?

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:07 AM 

Law is shit. In terms of money, you can make more as a plumber. I did my law degree because I was on
the rebound and wanted to expand my mind. That's $40,000 that I will not get back and it is not for
everyone. I don't regret it.

Certainly, America has more lawyers per capita that another other nation. Don't do it.

TruthInArt • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:07 AM 
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I bet Lawyers still deal with more shit than plumbers do though.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 04:14 AM 

Plumbers have it easy. The shit is just stuck in a water tube. For lawyers, the shit is stuck in
people's brains. It is way harder to clean that out.

Roaring40sUK • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 09:47 AM 

Life is good. Life is not perfect, but life is good. If a blue bolt from heaven struck me down now. . .no
regrets.

Copy that brother.. 49 also.. own business... cash is not a problem.. plates a spinning..

Actualise.. actualise.. actualise... getting to be a high value man and fuck does it feel good.

NeoreactionSafe • 27 points • 14 November, 2016 01:29 PM 

 

As a guy who is 55 years old I'd say the #1 thing is staying in shape.

If you are older and can't do anything physically then life really sucks.

But I'll agree that old age does bring wisdom and you see the big picture better.

The old saying:

 

"Youth is wasted on the young."

 

...comes to mind because many people aren't realizing how precious those healthy years are and go through their
youth out of shape.

Be young and healthy and purge the Blue Pill poisons as much as you can and think as a free man separate from
the herd.

 

VasiliyZaitzev • 11 points • 14 November, 2016 07:52 PM 

As a guy who is 55 years old I'd say the #1 thing is staying in shape.

This is only #1 because it can't be ahead of #1. There are too many guys walking around that are sad bags or
organ meat, out-of-breath all the time, etc.

If you don't have your health, you have NOTHING.

NeoreactionSafe • 9 points • 14 November, 2016 08:28 PM 

Today was a good day.

I rode 30 miles on my bike (after this post this morning) and felt really strong today.

Some days you feel totally healthy, then others you just aren't doing so great.

Food is a big factor.

All this damn GMO (Glyphosate) stuff wrecks my system pretty badly. I find that if I've just been to the
grocery store and eat mainly meat and fresh vegatables that I'll feel very strong. By the end of my food
supply the fresh stuff is gone and I'm down to breads (GMO) and other more processed foods.
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Ideally I'd eat organic fresh food all the time.

But then you would end up going to the grocery store every few days.

(I typically make it two weeks between trips)

 

aznredpill • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 12:53 AM 

Thank you for drawing attention to the glyphosate poison food.

Too many fools don't realize that the FDA is cucked by corporate

NeoreactionSafe • 7 points • 15 November, 2016 01:42 AM 

The Globalist Tyranny wants all of us slaves dead or dying and not reproducing successfully.

A few years ago to say that would get the reaction:

 

"Oh, my god that's a conspiracy theory."

 

Now you can mumble a single word... "Trump"... and have 90 million behind you.

Corruption must be eliminated.

The Globalist Tyranny must be taken down.

 

aznredpill • 1 point • 16 November, 2016 05:52 AM 

given his transition team picks, do you think Trump was a false hope?

NeoreactionSafe • 1 point • 16 November, 2016 02:01 PM 

 

"Keep your friends close and your enemies closer."

 

I think the strategy is to double up a "trusted spy" with a Globalist Tyranny insider.

The spy watches the crooked guy to make sure he can't do anything.

 

Sigma353 • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 03:24 AM 

I go to the grocery store twice a week on average, sometimes three times a week. I like to have fresh
ingredients.

NeoreactionSafe • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 12:18 PM* 

That is better without a doubt.

It might be something I'll consider changing. One thing I've done is dramatically increased the
amount of fresh vegetables that I buy and that lengthens the time before I run out, but the
freshness suffers a bit towards the end.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 07:54 PM 

This is why stew, soup, and casaroles were invented. Almost-too-ripe vegetables are some of
the best things around.

[deleted] • 6 points • 14 November, 2016 05:31 PM 

I manage a team and have a 30 year old fat pansy who works for me.

He called out sick today. again.

Being physically weak isnt good at any age

NeoreactionSafe • 4 points • 14 November, 2016 08:02 PM 

Its horrifying how out of shape some high school kids are these days.

Not all... but some. (really obese at a young age)

 

[deleted] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 07:09 PM 

Any advice for young people in terms of achievements? Do you regret putting in too much effort when you
were young? I sometimes feel like I am missing out on parties and may regret it in my 40s or later.

VasiliyZaitzev • 9 points • 14 November, 2016 07:56 PM 

Do you regret putting in too much effort when you were young?

Nope, because I was a lazy fuck who skated by on talent and not hard work. That's actually a mistake. If
anything I should have worked harder at things, which would have made my life a bit easier in my mid
20s to early 30s. Once I got my shit together around 26-27, everything turned out fine.

I sometimes feel like I am missing out on parties and may regret it in my 40s or later.

Let's assume you did "miss out" (which you won't). If you sit around in your 40s, nursing your FOMO,
then you are a huge loser. All you are doing is fucking yourself over in your 40s.

You can't change the past, you can only change the future. Listen to the Old Guys here - maintain your
health (#1) and work on your game, and also your money (read all about it in my "How to be an Old
Guy" thread, linked elsewhere in the comments here.)

NeoreactionSafe • 4 points • 14 November, 2016 07:48 PM 

I think it just took me a long time to figure out "the world".

There was nothing like the Red Pill.

In fact, for me when I first started "waking up" I thought I was going completely crazy. (literally)

So it was like with David Icke for me... a really profound realization that everything I was seeing around
me (the Blue Pill) was an enormous criminal lie designed to fuck me up.

Back then it was called "conspiracy theory" or "insanity".

But, of course none of it was insanity... it was like the story of the Emperor's Clothes seeing the truth
while everyone else saw the illusion.

You got it easy kid... you get to wake up as a group.

I went solo for a long time with this stuff.
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Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 08:03 PM 

I am trying. . .DUDE I AM SO TRYING!

It's just rough for guys our age to keep things tight.

'Youth is wasted on the young"

Maybe that is why I am an old dog who wants to take a young girl to make the most of her youth.

Small minds think "eww. creepy old man".

NeoreactionSafe • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 08:19 PM 

It's just rough for guys our age to keep things tight.

 

Sun damage is a huge issue if you are white skinned.

Stop using suncreen. Apparently the chemicals used now are so cancerous that you are better off without
it. Limit sun to no more than you can stand without burning. Last summer I used suncreen and my skin
got a lot of damage. This summer I went without suncreen and let myself tan more and the funny thing is
my skin did better.

Then the other difficult thing is the midsection fat. That's hard to get off and you don't have the energy to
be as active to burn the extra calories.

Yeah... aging is declining... all you can do is your best to slow it down.

 

Entropy-7[S] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 09:31 PM 

I'm a Canadian so sun damage has never been an issue. Now I live in Shenzhen which is south of the
tropic of Cancer.

[deleted] • 27 points • 14 November, 2016 10:44 AM* 

Around 50 myself (I no longer reveal specific info online due to doxxing issues with previous profiles). Just
starting a new relationship with a smoking hot 28 year old who treats me like a god (stirs my coffee, irons my
clothes, does 100% of the housework, NEVER says no, and generally makes my life wonderful). In the past
three years I have banged and plated many girls from many different nations, they all had two things in common,
they were HB7s or above, they were between 20-32 years of age. I banged one 10 (in my opinion), a maxim
model, a vogue model, a member of a European royal family, a 20 year old trust fund baby who was worth over
US$20 million and had natural blonde hair and a natural E-cup, a girl who did a three page bikini shoot in
swimsuit illustrated, and a bevy of hot young things from around the world. Business is booming, my health is
good, my kids are happy. My life continues to get better and I want the young guys in here to know that if you
own your shit, there is no need to fear ageing. Embrace it.*

*excuse the bragging, if anyone does not believe me, IDNGAF

EatmyShorts59 • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 01:33 PM 

My life continues to get better and I want the young guys in here to know that if you own your shit, there
is no need to fear aging. Embrace it.*

Thanks for that old man !!!! :)
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I Really needed that.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 09:35 PM 

I don't mind humble-bragging from guys here. Sometimes I sound like a shitlord and, in quiet moments, it is
nice to have another guy say "Dude. . .I understand you"

Ayoung4u • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 05:15 PM [recovered]

You're awesome. I'm 20 now and want to be at your point one day. I have a question, though. I want to have
kids like you do, but I don't know how to go about it. Do you have to suck up child support or just screen for
a great, one of a kind plate?

Entropy-7[S] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:13 PM 

Search and then commit. When I was 22 or so I passed over a girl who was basically a unicorn. I was
young and dumb and full of cum and didn't want to commit. And so she found some beta guy and now
lives in New England with him and her two - absolutely gorgeous - daughters.

So here I am 30 years on looking for my end game. And I can't be bothered by those who want to shame
me for wanting to impregnate a 20 year old girl.

VasiliyZaitzev • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 08:06 PM 

And so she found some beta guy and now lives in New England with him and her two -
absolutely gorgeous - daughters.

He probably wants to kill himself. And you should be banging the daughters. Both of them (assuming
they are of legal age, of course.)

And I can't be bothered by those who want to shame me for wanting to impregnate a 20 year old
girl.

There are young women who actively prefer older men. I'm fucking a few of them right now. There is
No Shame In Your (or my) Game. Young women are cool with it (even the ones I'm not fucking or
who don't prefer older men; they just assume, correctly, that I have something going on that whatever
younger woman I am with digs). Guys my age are cool with it, and sometimes older women are cool
with it - I took one of my girls to dinner with a (cool) married couple I know (they're late 30s). When
my girl headed to the Ladies', the wife (who is latently bi, and very much a "guys' girl), looked across
the table at me and exclaimed, "Dude! Are you getting THAT?!" and then high-fived me, on the
affirmative response, much to the amusement of her husband.

The only people who will be bitter are post-WallSPLAT! bitches, their betafag husbands or orbiters, and
the occasional young guy who is Jealous As Fuck.

Do what you do, and don't apologize for it (which you know already, but I repeat it for the young
guys.)

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 09:15 PM 

He probably wants to kill himself.

I spent 3-1/2 years with this woman and it is my considered opinion that that this beta dude
fucking worships her. If there is such a thing as a unicorn, she was it.

you should be banging the daughters.
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That is the fuck of it. I don't diddle kids so they are off grounds.

However, I game girls half my age.

You and I are on the same wave

VasiliyZaitzev • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 09:27 PM 

I spent 3-1/2 years with this woman and it is my considered opinion that that this beta
dude fucking worships her. If there is such a thing as a unicorn, she was it.

You're not a beta hubby; he is. She's also likely had a come-down from her previous hotness.
As an example, one of my sisters was a legit smokeshow back in the day. Now? Not so much.
And she's not handling it well.

That is the fuck of it. I don't diddle kids so they are off grounds.

Too be clear, I wasn't suggesting you cruise the local Jr. High....

You and I are on the same wave

Pretty much. Live life on your own terms. <Applause!>

rot_barth • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 02:08 AM 

Amazing how there is this subset of women who are looking for guys 15+ years older. I
haven't reliably been able to identify who they are, so for me its approach, approach,
approach and let the numbers sort them out for me. My only guide is that they are for me
found between 21-27 and 38+ with the 28-37 age range less profitable (but not undoable),
but I'm avoiding single moms which will skew things in that age category.

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 03:16 AM 

On the internet, you can find anything. Most recently I met a girl on professional
terms. She is just 20 and a complete doe in the headlights. She is my number 2 option
right now. I need to finesse her.

VasiliyZaitzev • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:27 AM 

Amazing how there is this subset of women who are looking for guys 15+ years
older.

Not really. Such women want a leader, a known quantity, etc.

I haven't reliably been able to identify who they are, so for me its approach,
approach, approach and let the numbers sort them out for me.

That's pretty much the way you have to do it, although at this point, I just about have
"radar" for it. Such women are almost always, like 99.44%, likely to be submissive, so
you might benefit from reading Uncle Vasya’s Guide to Submissive Women. Once I
have identified my prey, I move to being direct, but in a glib and seductive way, about
What I Like. It helps winnow out chick who are not DTF in the way that I like and for
submissive girls who are, it sets the Pussy Tingle Generator setting to "Niagara Falls".
I get a lot of "No guy has ever talked to be like that before!". They also tend to be very
responsive to kino.

Good luck!
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[deleted] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 12:42 AM 

I met a girl when I was in my early 20s. We had a lot of great times together, in my 30s we had kids.
Then, she lost her mind and left me. I kept the kids but now we share custody more equally. Having kids
is the best thing I have ever done, banging 100s of beautiful women does not even compare. I have
written some posts about having kids in the past, but I always get shouted down and told how kids are
just parasites and how any guy who has kids is begging for divorce rape etc. So I no longer bother
posting advice on how to have kids here. Since you have asked directly I will answer in a few brief points
how best to have kids:

-find a girl with as few red flags as possible (there are no unicorns)

-stay with her for at least 3-5 years to ensure she is not insane

-when you have kids be a world class dad, that way WHEN your marriage/LTR ends neither the courts
nor your ex will want to take your kids away from you

Apart from that, it is in the hands of the gods....

AvengerSentinel • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 05:47 PM 

What age would you consider your peak SMV wise? Or do you feel that you haven't hit a peak yet? Also,
any advice for some of us users here who seek to replicate your success?

Entropy-7[S] • 6 points • 14 November, 2016 07:23 PM 

I peaked early 30s. The Rollo chart that says you peak at 38 is a crock. It was 30 to 35 that I went back to
fucking teenagers. Why? BECAUSE I COULD!

It wasn't a matter of resources - but I encourage you to build yours - it was just a matter of skills.

I am not a PUA nor a "player". My N-count is in the dozens, not the hundreds.

I get a good woman and then stick with her for a year.

[deleted] • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 12:51 AM* 

I would say I have not reached my peak SMV yet, that is because people underestimate how important
and how attractive money is. Most of the guys in here will say that no-one can compare to Chad in SMV
- that is total bullshit. Women love money and power above youth and muscles. Not just for beta bucks
reasons either. Hot young models will fuck me due to my status and wealth (I am also a tall white guy in
decent shape). They are not after my money, they just want to be violated by a guy who they see as above
them. Women find money and status absolutely intoxicating so my SMV will peak with my wealth. After
70 I am assuming my SMV will dip dramatically no matter how much money I have, but I will still be
able to fuck as many young hotties as I like, because I will just pay them.

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 07:45 PM 

I am discussing things online with a 32 year old, and here is the ultimate GF/Wife:

1) make me a sandwich 2) bring me a beer 3) blow me while I watch the game

Does life get any better than that?

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 12:53 AM 

Yes, 1) bring me some caviar 2) bring me some champagne 3) lube up you ass and sit on me while I wait
for the next fight to start
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(Just joking, I like beer as much as champagne anyway)

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 02:55 AM 

WTF is it with fish eggs? Champagne I understand but caviar?

But let me tell you: ass fucking has its own special appeal.

rot_barth • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 02:03 AM 

And you know, 90% of the kids on here will be like 'You are BS'ing'.

About 3 years ago, I would have thought the same thing.

But when you take the pill and apply the principles, it actually happens for you as an older guy! The
international beauty contest contestant, the half-your-age nympho main plate - all these tropes are achievable
for an older man with above average wealth, intelligence, and squat weights - provided he has some game
too.

I was in a grocery store post workout wearing a shirt that was a bit too tight the other day and I had a woman
my own age crash into my cart and start babbling over me, and then stalk me throughout the store. And I'm
not 6'+ or even 10% BF. Had a good laugh over it. Not worth my time, of course. But that's what she said
about me when she and I were both 23. I'm not angry or bitter about it. I'd just rather date the 25 year old.
But I do wish her well.

If you are finding this thread and you are at the end of your rope, having gotten screwed over in life by your
cheating spouse, conniving partners, psychotic boss - its not too late.

Read the sidebar.1.
Lift2.
Improve3.
Apply4.
Profit5.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 03:26 AM 

I figure that half my audience are kids; and if you think I am bullshitting you then that is your loss.

I spent my 20s in a series of LTRs with some quality women. But really, it wasn't the ideal play.

Pussy is not that important: build wealth and build skills. Once you hit 30 then there is so much pussy for
the taking.

And 20 or 30 years on. . .use those skills to bang little girls half your age.

purplecabbage • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 09:58 PM 

Tell us more about how you have kids yet are doing the things you do? Divorced? How'd that go? I'm 43.

[deleted] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 10:46 PM 

The divorce sucked, it is why I am here. I do not regret it though. I have kids, successful businesses and
properties to show for it. I did not get divorce raped as an alpha widow will never fully turn on her alpha
(she will still go very close though). I can do all these things as the ex wife has kids every second night (I
have dominant custody - they live with me, not her). That allows me to date, plate and party while still
having kids. I keep that life well away from my kids ears. They just know daddy goes out to meet friends
when mummy is with them.
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rot_barth • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 01:51 AM 

OK, but for readers YMMV as you will readily agree you are the exception and not the rule in this
circumstance. Agree they never fully turn on their alpha - but they can come really close.

championchilli • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 08:03 AM 

40 year old checking in. Good to hear it. Looking forward to being boss at 50.

Entropy-7[S] • 15 points • 14 November, 2016 08:24 AM 

You have to own it. The other day I told a 20 year old that I wanted to be with her, and it freaked her the
fuck out. To clarify, I did not freak her out; It was just the concept that freaked her out. It remains to be seen.

The point is that you DNGAF. If there is a supermodel at the next table. . .then approach If she says no then
WTF? Supermodels are a dime a dozen. Put in the numbers.

But as a mature man , have some savvy.

ChristianRedpill • 9 points • 14 November, 2016 06:35 PM [recovered]

53 here, I can confirm. As I begin to near my goal of vascularity, six pack abs, and below 10% bodyfat, I am
finding that women are beginning to get more aggressive. Last week at the football game a drunk 35 year old
was leaning/hitting on me hard while I was waiting for my wife, who then walked up and said "what the heck?"

There's something bodybuilders call "old man strength", and I think there may be something like that for mental
attitude/confidence as well. Whatever it is, it is like catnip extract to women.

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 08:29 PM 

Lift - I am a hypocrite because I don't - but lift. However, build skills and learn how to talk - -to men or
women to everyone.

So now, I - at age 50 - will game a 20 year old.

[deleted] • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 03:02 PM 

Dude, enjoy the ride.

You do what you want to do it's the beauty of being a masculine man - you have a smile on when life is going
well, and you have a smile on when life is burning to the ground.

Life is good, cheers to you and your cat.

Entropy-7[S] • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 08:21 PM 

I am a man. I was walking along the street and this little, pathetic cat was crying at the side of the road. I
picked him up and now he is my roommate.

Men do shit like this.

Unfortunately, women are more complicated. I took in a stray and she broke my heart.

[deleted] • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 09:53 PM 

I have a couple really cute orange kittens camped outside my building, I almost let one cute his way in
this rainy evening.

Problem is, my expat assignment is ending in two months, and I think it would be cruel to take a kitten
in, then put it back out when I leave.
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Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 10:08 PM 

I have my students take care of Squeak when I travel. We shall see what happens when I need to
spend a month in Canada.

Docbear64 • 7 points • 14 November, 2016 07:47 PM 

As a younger guy I just want to say I love reading this shit . In a culture that tries to constantly beat into you that
your teens, 20's, and 30's are really all that life offers and after that you get to retire as a human being into an
unloved wage slave .

I like hearing that I can be happy and still out of the matrix in the 40+ years.

askmrcia • 4 points • 14 November, 2016 08:34 PM 

I agree with you man. I'm 26 and when I was 24 I completely panicked. I thought at 30 my life would be
over. I thought if I didn't have a good girl by 25 at the latest then I would never be with a girl. I thought if I
didn't have a decent career then I would be done.

I think the culture you speak of when you said it's beaten into us to have our shit together by 30 is aimed
towards women. They are the ones that need to have their stuff together by 30. Us men got a long long ways
to go.

I honestly thought that when I turned 30 that my life was over. I was going to get wrinkles and not be as
attractive no matter how much I worked out. Nope. That stuff is more for women.

We have so much more time. I didn't realize how common it was for men to date 10+ years younger. This is
the price I paid from growing up in a single mother household. You hear it's creepy for old guys to date
young. I got shit on by my mother and aunts that I would grow up to be a bitter old man. Nah that's them and
their friends.

We'll be fine and I love post like these.

MentORPHEUS • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:58 PM 

I'm near the half century mark too, and grew from a bluepill, oneitis-ridden, incel skinny early 20s AFC to
business owner and happy love life, from LTRs to multiple plates spinning concurrently, which has been like
living multiple lifetimes in one.

I feel the same way, if I found out I didn't have long to live, I'd be able to go to a happy grave. I suspect that
people who get this news don't grieve for the life they won't live, they grieve for the life they didn't live
already.

Red pill praxeology has matched up well with my decades of experience with relationships and women. Like
OP, I can't overemphasize how fortunate young readers are to have at your fingertips the information we had to
learn by trial and error.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 09:00 PM 

We took the hard road, mate

Psychocist • 1 point • 5 May, 2017 12:38 PM 

Well, thank you for coming back and saving the rest of us!

Rommel0502 • 4 points • 14 November, 2016 04:00 PM 

Im 48 and my life has never been better, and its been pretty fucking good up to this point.
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Save a few years in my early 40, each year of my life has been better than the last. Live that way, and you'll be
pretty damn happy. God knows I am.

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 08:24 PM 

I am just thinking about my end game

Shamlei • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 12:06 PM 

Hope one day I can attain that level of wisdom and not give a fuck at all, until then let's get back to work.

Entropy-7[S] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:47 PM 

Don't just go "back to work". You need to engineer your life.

Shamlei • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 05:00 PM 

What do you mean ? Carefully planning my moves before acting ?

KINGahRoo • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 03:38 PM 

Love by the motto:

"She's not yours, it's simply your turn"

HumanSockPuppet • 30 points • 14 November, 2016 06:07 PM 

No. Reverse it.

You're not hers, it's just her turn.

Johndoesmith67 • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 12:56 PM 

Keep doing you dude! That's a bad ass way to live. I know alot of people your age sad, whipped, not freely
thinking. And certainly not banging anything. You made it.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 07:52 PM 

Again: Life is good, but life is not perfect. I have not "made it" but I am really happy with what I have. But
even at my age my next endeavor is to make a million. Women are not a concern anymore.

Johndoesmith67 • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 01:01 AM 

Smart man. And most woman your age know that.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 02:56 AM 

I don't date women my age. Some are marvelous, but I just don't date them.

Johndoesmith67 • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:05 AM 

Yea that's smart. I ment in the fact that women that age know men that age don't prioritize them.

[deleted] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 01:03 PM

[permanently deleted]

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 07:56 PM 

I like Harry. If I had the power I would line him up with a nice Canadian girl, make him Governor General,
and then pass a Constitutional amendment to make him Prince of Canada.
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TruthInArt • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 08:10 PM 

Gramps, if you're in Canada, be my mentor! :)

Entropy-7[S] • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 08:56 PM 

I am a Canadian living in China. Do you seriously want a mentor?

Samplesong • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 01:38 PM 

what? don't give a fuck about what?

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 08:07 PM 

The list is long, Grasshopper.

For starters: approach the sexiest woman that you see. Maybe she will smile, maybe she will blow you off:
DNGAF

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 12:10 AM 

What are your thoughts on women around your age of 50?

Do you date them? Bang them? Does AWALT never end? Are they worth it?

rot_barth • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 01:53 AM* 

Good god, why would you bother? Now when you are 65-70, maybe it might be OK....

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 02:26 AM 

Haha I'm just curious. There seems to a large number of single women in this age range and I'm
wondering if they're worth it when I'm that age or if it's more of the same shit

rot_barth • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 02:35 AM 

There are a large # of them because they are failures at getting and/or keeping a man. So toxic and
self-centered that they never married? Or divorced perfectly good men for a last frenzied run on the
CC before realizing that age is more than just a number for women. Remember - men age like wine,
women age like milk. Why you would ever want to pick through the leftovers is beyond me, unless
you are particularly masochistic.

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:39 AM 

Pretty much what I thought. Most of the mature age women I've met are usually medicated for
depression or something else, drinkers, smokers, baggage from whatever in their past, children,
usually broke and stubborn as fuck.

I wanted to know how guys their own age feel about them.

Entropy-7[S] • 3 points • 15 November, 2016 02:47 AM 

I have no fucking idea what does through the mind of a 50 year old woman because I DON'T DATE THEM.

The other week I had a romp with a 38 year old and that is as old as I go.

Now I am going out on a limb and gaming a pair of 20 somethings.

My heart is a mass of scar tissue but I am kind of stupid that way. I guess my new strategy is to get them
very young.
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I am considering my end game.

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:52 AM 

haha You're my new idol! I'm 35 and this is why I ask this question... In the last year I plated a 50 year
old for several months. She always said I was too young for her and she had a fuck ton of baggage (brat
kids/ex issues/depression/financial/insecure/low self esteem etc). She would drink nightly and often get
blind drunk. On any given day at least one of those issues would flare up.

She wasn't a bad person... but the baggage was heavy, which led her to drink daily. After a few months,
she confessed that she had fell in love with me and that I had done thing for her that no man had done
before ... I assume she means "tingles". Anyway... she lost her shit around Christmas time and began
acting crazy, insecure and jealous so I cut it and left.

The entire year she's sporadically messaged me, usually angry and bitter, sometimes flirty... never
rational. I tried to hit it again a few months back but she claimed she had a new man.... despite that, she
continued to message me all the time replaying our break up. A month or so later I get a random drunk
text one night: "why do I always fall for assholes. Life isn't fair. I'm feeling sad"... so I assume "new
man" got the fuck out of dodge too.

There's been no evidence of any other guy. Nothing appeared on facebook. Anytime I've seen her in town
she's been alone, with her daughters or with her sisters.

She said she wants to date around her age now and it would appear she's been pumped n dumped straight
up since me. Would this be normal behavior for guys your age? She's probably an easy target for them...
low hanging fruit per se... But once the facade is dropped and her real life/issues are exposed I assume
most 50 year old guys couldn't be fucked with that, right?

Would that be the reality for a 50 year old woman? Particularly using online dating

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:01 AM 

I am still thinking about making babies. I can think of one or more 50-ish post-menopausal sex toys
that I would be happy to bang this way and that way every day.

If it works for you, then go for it.

BoyWhoreWithASword • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:44 AM 

What's your stance on kids? I hate them and love freedom and don't want to be tied to a woman. I'm 25 and
considering a vasectomy next year.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 04:50 AM 

I want to have a kid but the window is closing.

[deleted] • 1 points • 15 November, 2016 04:59 AM

[permanently deleted]

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 05:01 AM 

I want to get a Maine Coon: a cat who behaves like a dog.

evolveto • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 11:25 AM 

What would you say to a 31 year old divorced man, If he wants to do something in which the odds of getting
successful is .01 % and it will take another 9 years of stoicism and hard toil of work every day to sharpen the
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blade for that test!

Do you think its worth it? or he should just get into the normal world, get on with the job, travel, lift, fuck
european bitches!

And, Happy Birthday!

Entropy-7[S] • 5 points • 14 November, 2016 07:31 PM 

I spent 4 years as a divorce attorney and I hated it, which is why I now teach ESL to little Chinese girls.

Are you past your divorce? Have you put that shit in the garbage can?

Otherwise HOLY FUCK DUDE! You are 31 and at or approaching the peak of your life! Do you have any
idea of how much power you have?

evolveto • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 09:01 PM 

Yes I am past the divorce shit on the agreement part! I have to pay around 25k euro which I will pay by
end of next year through loans and shit. Emotionally, I have moved on and doesn't give a shit about her.
Its me first now, no one else.

Entropy-7[S] • 4 points • 14 November, 2016 09:22 PM 

Pay your freight and move on

Be free

naturalcomedian • 3 points • 14 November, 2016 12:44 PM 

What are you trying to be successful at? That would be one of my first questions.

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:32 AM 

You don't have to make a million to be happy. And you probably won't bang America's Next Top Model,
but you can still have a boat load of fun.

Toussant • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 02:31 PM 

If you've already made it, sure. Otherwise, sounds like you're betting on the lottery with those odds.

Nouseriously • 2 points • 14 November, 2016 06:06 PM 

20 years from now, are you going to fucking hate yourself for not giving it everything you have?

Is the reward commensurate with the risk? (if you succeed, are you set for life?)

If the answer to both of these is YES, then go for it. Most people are haunted more by the opportunities they
let slip than by the ones they reach for.

evolveto • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 06:27 PM 

YES and YES! Thanks.

I am gonna fucking hate myself for not giving everything I have!

RPmatrix • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 12:47 AM 

It will take 1 yr of HARD CORE RedPill COMMITMENT to yourself to improve yourself while getting
support from guys in this sub

or 10yrs of 'dicking around' ... and you'll still be in the 'safe place as you already are' .. or worse!
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Your call

evolveto • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 07:01 AM 

Yes , I am already on the path to self improvement.

What do you mean by 1 yr HARDCORE, I am ready to give 2 year hardcore too.

I have already started lifting, will start MMA and Improv from February next year. Learning dance by
myself. Reading again and again to internalize Robert Greene stuff. What else do you recommend?

RPmatrix • 2 points • 15 November, 2016 11:14 AM 

sounds like you're off to a fine start! Yes, TRP is a Lifelong 'program' ... good to see you here, keep it
up

[deleted] • 1 points • 15 November, 2016 12:58 AM

[permanently deleted]

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 03:37 AM 

I don't have Yellow Fever, but rather I am just a victim of circumstance.

But really, my circumstances are good and have fucked some fine Chinese pussy. lol

In another thread I mentioned that I have a Viagra pill. I am considering flying to Pattaya, downing the
pill, and getting 3 or 4 whores to ramrod for a weekend.

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 05:55 AM 

I love Pattaya, it is pussy paradise. Thai women are intoxicating and submissive. You will not regret
your visit

Entropy-7[S] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 06:01 AM 

The weird thing is that I went there with my Chinese girlfriend.

[deleted] • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 10:05 AM 

That is like taking sand to the beach :)

Lsegundo • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 01:10 AM 

the odds of getting successful is .01 %

99.99% fail doesn't sound like great odds. If you fail do you have a "soft landing" where those 9 year of
"hard toil" still amount to something or is it 9 years wasted?

evolveto • 1 point • 15 November, 2016 06:57 AM 

Yes in those years, I have a back up plan to be a partner of a restaurant with my best friend.

ex_addict_bro • 1 point • 14 November, 2016 12:23 PM 

What would you say to a 31 year old divorced man

Stop being a fucking pussy.
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